How to use an MDI — a metered dose inhaler
1 Remove the cap from the inhaler, and from the spacer if necessary.
2 If necessary, prime the inhaler (squirt a puff into the air). Check the package insert for specific

instructions. Some MDIs don’t need to be primed, and others need one, two, or more priming puffs.
3 If you’re using a spacer, insert the inhaler into the rubber end of the spacer.
4 Shake the inhaler well immediately before each puff to mix and warm the contents.
5 Breathe out.

If you’re using a spacer
with a mouthpiece

6

Place the mouthpiece fully
into the mouth between
the teeth, holding the
inhaler upright and closing
the lips around
the mouthpiece.

7

Press the canister down
to release a puff of
medication.

8

9

10

11

Breathe in deeply and
slowly — for 3 to 5
seconds — through your
mouth.

If you’re using a spacer
with a mask

6

Place the mask over the
child’s mouth and nose,
with the inhaler upright.
Maintain the seal between
the face and mask.

7

Press the canister down
to release a puff of
medication.

8

Encourage the child to
breathe in deeply and
slowly — for 3 to 5
seconds — when possible.

9

Maintain the seal for 6
breaths while the child
breathes in, then remove
the mask from the face.

10

Repeat steps 4 through
9 for each inhalation
prescribed by the doctor.

Hold your breath for
10 seconds.
Remove the spacer from
your mouth and breathe
out slowly.
Repeat steps 4 through
10 for each inhalation
prescribed by your doctor.

If you’re using the
open-mouth technique

6

Position the canister
mouthpiece about 1½ to
2 inches in front of your
OPEN mouth. Do not place
the mouthpiece in your
mouth with your lips closed
around it.

7

Start breathing in deeply
and slowly — for 3 to 5
seconds — through your
mouth while pressing the
canister down to release a
puff of medication.

8

Hold your breath for
10 seconds, then breathe
out slowly.

9

Repeat steps 4 through
8 for each inhalation
prescribed by your doctor.

Note: If you’re using an inhaler with a steroid,
rinse your mouth with water after each use.
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Cleaning your

inhaler and spacer

Clean your press-and-breathe
inhaler and spacer at least once
a week to help keep medication
from building up on them.

Tracking your doses
How much medication is left in your inhaler? Shaking or “puffing” your
inhaler (pressing down to release a metered dose), won’t tell you. That’s because
even after the medication is gone, some of the propellant used to push the
medication out will remain in the canister. So even an “empty” inhaler may
still puff or feel full. Tracking your doses is the only way to know how much
medication is left. Here’s how to track:

tracking your daily controller medications
1 Check the canister label to see

clean the inhaler
thoroughly and frequently:
1 Remove the metal canister

and cleanse the plastic
case and cap by rinsing
thoroughly in warm,
running water. Be sure to
clear medication build-up
from the spray nozzle.
2 Thoroughly dry the plastic

case and cap.
3 Gently replace the canister

in the case with a twisting
motion, and put the cap
back on the mouthpiece.

how many “puffs” (metered
doses or actuations) it contains.
2 Figure out how many puffs you
will take per day (for example,
2 puffs, 2 times a day =
4 puffs a day).
3 Divide your answer from step 1
by your answer from step 2.

(number of puffs in canister)

÷
=

(number of puffs to take per day)

(number of days the inhaler will last)

e X AM PLe:
Canister contains 120 puffs
You take 2 puffs, 2 times a day
(so 4 puffs per day)

÷
=

120
4
30

(number of days the
inhaler will last)

4 On the canister, write the date that you start the inhaler. Also write the
date you should discard it (based on your calculations).

clean the spacer
before the first use and
regularly after that:
All spacers need to be cleaned
regularly. Check the packaging
information of your spacer.
Different spacers have slightly
different instructions for
cleaning.
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5 When you reach the “discard date,” throw away the canister and start a
new one. If you keep an empty canister lying around, you’re likely to get
it mixed up — and then you won’t have medication when you need it.

tracking your quick-relief medications
Since quick-relief medications aren’t usually taken on a regular basis, the
guidelines above won’t work. Instead, place a blank mailing label or piece of
adhesive tape on the inhaler, and mark off each dose you use, including any
priming puffs.

